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REPORT

Welcome to Covenant Care

A Regionally Focused Post-Acute Healthcare Provider
• 30 Facilities located in California and Nevada
- 26 Skilled Nursing and Sub-Acute Facilities
- 4 Residential Care Facilities
• AFFIRMA Rehabilitation therapy services in all Covenant Care facilities
- Plus 29 non-affiliated facilities/home health agencies
• Home health in strategic markets to enhance continuity of care
• 5,400 dedicated employees serving their communities
• Founded in 1994 and headquartered in Aliso Viejo, CA

A Message from Our Chief Executive Officer
Covenant Care encompasses three business lines, Skilled Nursing,
Residential Health Care and Post-Acute facilities, Home Health
and Therapy and Rehabilitation. All three work together to achieve
excellence in patient care. In 2018 we moved towards a regional focus
in California and Nevada. The net result is a smaller, but stronger
Covenant Care. A regional company focused on regional strategic
alliances, top quality patient care, and a focus on sending patients
home and attracting and retaining staff. One Mission. One Company.
We Are Family Serving Families.
—ROBERT LEVIN, CEO
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The electronic version of the 2018 Quality Report is available at
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www.covenantcare.com/CovenantCareQualityReport2018

Covenant Care Operates in Regional Markets

Designed to Provide a Full Array of Post-acute Services
Our Clinical Outcomes Set Us Apart
CMS Quality Measures

Five Star Ratings
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We leverage dynamic, innovative solutions in collaboration with our partners to enhance
patient care and return patients home or to another desired setting. Our skilled nursing,
sub-acute, and residential care facilities, and our therapy and rehabilitation, and home
health services are all an integral part of a patient’s continuum of care.

Percentage of Post-Acute Admissions
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We proudly send 69% of our residents’ home or to a lower level of care. Through
meeting the needs of our patients, families and communities, our dedicated and
highly trained physicians, nurses and therapists, and our compassionate direct care
staff strive to deliver the highest quality care. It’s this community of compassion and
attention to individual needs that we believe Sets us Apart, we invite you to Experience
the Difference.
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Covenant Care has an unsurpassed commitment to quality as evidenced by our CMS
Quality Measure and 5-Star performance. We consistently outperform our peers in
every CMS 5-Star Quality Measure, out score our peers in every CMS 5-Star rating, and
consistently achieve a 30-Day Readmissions rate lower than our peers.

Discharge to Community Rate
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Covenant Care is the solution for high quality and efficient post-acute healthcare.
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The heart of Covenant Care lies in maximizing healthcare quality and value for our
patients, their caregivers, and our healthcare partners. Our commitment is to provide
quality, coordinated care in the most appropriate setting through diversified post-acute
care options in the communities we serve.
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Providing Exceptional Care
is the

Cornerstone of Our Mission

Short Stay—QM
Improvement in Function

Stable leadership and industry leading retention rates are keys to their long history of success. The leadership team, with an
average tenure of over 10-years and single-digit turnover rates for all staff, speaks to the fact that AFFIRMA is a special place
that attracts and retains the best talent in the industry.
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Elevate Home Health is a premier provider of home health services
and is the Home Health and Personal Care division of Covenant Care.
Elevate provides a unique focus on rehabilitative and chronic disease
management programs offering a wide range of healthcare services
which are uniquely tailored to patient needs. For those recovering
from an illness at home, transitioning from a hospital or skilled nursing
facility, in need of specialized treatment or personal care, Elevate’s
knowledgeable and skilled staff are there to continue their care.
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AFFIRMA Rehabilitation is a regionally focused therapy company dedicated to providing quality rehabilitation therapy
services. AFFIRMA looks at each rehabilitation resident’s functional ability as a whole and measures rehab gains in all 3 therapy
disciplines—physical, occupational and speech with the goal to provide the highest quality rehabilitation services to all of
their clients. Every member of their team embraces the philosophy of continually striving to achieve the highest quality results
within a compassionate, comfortable, and safe environment. Through the use of both new and well-established modalities
to meet a wide variety of clinical needs, AFFIRMA sets a standard of excellence in the industry by demonstrating exceptional
results. Highly skilled physical, occupational and speech therapists teach compensatory strategies, provide individualized
adaptations to the environment, and teach caregivers ways to optimize resident function. They translate each resident’s
potential for rehabilitation into an appropriate rehab therapy strategy to optimize outcomes and maximize quality of life.
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Utilizing a patient-centric care approach, Elevate’s clinical teams
work closely with the patient’s primary care physicians to coordinate
patient care with a focus on helping them regain their highest level of
independence. This approach has enabled Covenant Care to develop
a unique Post-Acute continuum of care where their skilled nursing
patients can seamlessly transition home with some of the highest
Quality of Patient Care Outcomes and 30 Day Re-Admission Rates in
the industry.

Why Choose Us?

It’s simple - “We are Family Serving Families”
committed to the following core values:
COMPASSION

Patient care is our passion.
Our patients tell our “compassion” story
“ From the ladies that make my bed and bring my meals,
to the efficient nurses and therapy staff, I would like to
thank every one of them for their caring and patience,
my Orthopedic Surgeon said I would never walk after
my accident, as a 63-year old US Army Veteran, I can
proudly say I can walk again, thank you”
Jerry C.
Patient at Valle Vista Convalescent Hospital,
Escondido, CA

ACCOUNTABILITY

Doing what we say we will do,
when we say we will do it.
Discharge to Community Rate of 69%, significantly
above our peers
Outperforming our peers in 100% of all CMS Quality
Measures
We outscore our peers in every CMS 5-Star Rating –
Health Inspections, Quality Measures, and Direct
Care and RN Staffing

BIAS FOR ACTION

INTEGRITY

Doing what is right in everything we do.
Care that is coordinated and integrated across the
post-acute continuum
Patient and caregiver engagement and education,
increasing self-management of disease processes and
reduce medication errors
SNF post discharge calls to enhance patient safety
and reduce hospital ER visits and readmissions

INNOVATION

Exceptional results from pioneering and
adopting best practices.
Implementation of evidenced based protocols and
clinical practices
Care Pathways embedded into the electronic health
record (EHR)
Physician and provider remote access to SNF EHR to
enhance care coordination
Utilization of rehospitalization risk-reduction
programs to improve patient outcomes

DIGNITY

Taking initiative to create solutions.

Treating people with respect.

Seamless transitions throughout the post-acute
continuum including Post-Acute and Skilled Nursing,
Rehabilitation Therapy Services, Residential Care and
Home Health

We value our patients, their families, and our
community healthcare partners
“ Your staff have been a true blessing to us, I hope all of
their care and kindness comes back to them, we are
just one family, imagine all of the families they have
positively affected.”
Kim K.
Wife of patient at Capital Transitional Care,
Sacramento, CA
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Proven quality outcomes and healthcare cost
reductions through length-of-stay (LOS) management
Population Health Management
Hospitalist model in targeted markets

WE SALUTE OUR CARE GIVERS
At Covenant Care we are grateful for our caregivers. Our employees are either
directly taking care of our residents or they are taking care of someone who
does. Each day our employees work tirelessly to make sure our residents
are treated like family and through their dedication and passion for serving,
they help us fulfill our mission of We are Family Serving Families. Covenant
Care is committed to this mission and we acknowledge that our caregivers
are the reason we are successful, and we are grateful.
We are committed to providing our employees with opportunities to help
them grow in their careers, and experience new opportunities to serve
our residents. Our tuition reimbursement program encourages over 100
employees each year to move into different positions with our company.
We celebrate when a Certified Nursing Assistant earns their nursing license
or one of our Activities Assistants becomes a Licensed Social Worker! We are
also committed to bringing in new and caring individuals into our industry
and to our family of caregivers. In July of 2018, Covenant Care opened its
first Certified Nursing Assistant Training Center and will open additional
centers in 2019. To date we have had the pleasure of hosting three inspiring
CNA graduations, training over 50 CNA’s who have become certified and
have obtained positions in one of our thirty facilities.
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Not only are we proud of sponsoring and training new employees, we take pride
in honoring individuals that have dedicated their lives to our patients, many
with decades of service. Our employees have servant hearts and a passion for
the elderly.
Covenant Care is filled with staff who have years of dedicated service to their
residents. Our caregivers give of themselves tirelessly to ensure our residents are
treated like family. We are grateful for each staff member that comes to work
to improve the lives of those we serve. We are so proud when we can help our
dedicated employees fulfill their career dreams to further serve our patients.
Thank you to each of our employees for their contributions to improving the lives
of those we serve. We are grateful they have chosen Covenant Care to help us
fulfill our mission. We Are Family Serving Families.
DAVA ASHLEY, PRESIDENT

Our dedication to
providing the highest
quality care is
nationally recognized
and rewarded
by independent
organizations.

GOLD—Excellence in Quality Award
California:
- Pacific Coast Manor 2015

2018-19

BEST NURSING HOME AWARD

SILVER—Achievement in Quality Award
California:
- Arbor Rehabilitation & Nursing Center 2017
- Catered Manor Nursing Center 2011
- Encinitas Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2012
- Mission Skilled Nursing & Sub-acute Center 2014
- Pacific Coast Manor 2013
- Pacific Gardens Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2011
- Turlock Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2013
- Vintage Faire Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2014

BRONZE—Commitment to Quality Award

Covenant Care has fully embraced the AHCA/
NCAL National Quality Award Program for the
last fifteen years. The program is based on
the core values and criteria of the Baldrige
Performance Excellence Program. Baldrige
offers a proven way to achieve innovation,
world-class results, integrated processes
that enhance effectiveness and efficiency,
organizational learning, and long-term
success. 100% of Covenant Care’s California
and Nevada facilities have received a
BRONZE— Commitment to Quality Award,
eight have achieved a SILVER—Achievement
in Quality Award, and Pacific Coast Manor,
our facility in Capitola, CA, is the proud
recipient of the prestigious GOLD—Excellence
in Quality Award.

U.S. News & World Report
SHORT-STAY
REHABILITATION

California:
- Arbor Rehabilitation & Nursing Center 2013
- Buena Vista Care Center 2010
- Capital Transitional Care 2011, 2018
- Catered Manor Nursing Center 2010
- Courtyard Healthcare Center 2010, 2018
- Encinitas Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2010
- Gilroy Healthcare and Rehabilitation Center 2010, 2018
- Grant Cuesta Sub-acute and Rehabilitation Center 2010
- Huntington Park Nursing Center 2010
- La Jolla Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2011, 2018
- Los Altos Sub-acute and Rehabilitation Center 2010
- Mission Skilled Nursing & Sub-acute Center 2010
- Pacific Coast Manor 2010
- Pacific Gardens Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2010, 2018
- Pacific Hills Manor 2011
- Palo Alto Sub-acute and Rehabilitation Center 2010, 2018
- Royal Care Skilled Nursing Center 2009
- Shoreline Care Center 2010
- St. Edna Sub-acute and Rehab Center 2009
- Turlock Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2010, 2018
- Valle Vista Convalescent Hospital 2010, 2018
- Vintage Faire Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2011
- Wagner Heights Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2007
Nevada:
- Carson Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2011
- Silver Hills Health Care Center 2010
- Silver Ridge Healthcare Center 2015, 2018

The following Covenant Care facilities have been
recognized as one of the Best Nursing Homes in America!
In 2018, U.S. News and World Reported introduced a new
and first of its kind Short-Stay Rehabilitation rating.
This new rating aims to provide patients with a clearer
view of the quality of care provided by nursing homes to
short-stay patients in need of intensive rehabilitation or
nursing services before they return home. Out of nearly
13,000 nursing homes, only 2,042 facilities earned a HighPerforming rating in Short-Stay Rehabilitation. Covenant
Care congratulates the following facilities for achieving
this recognition.
- Los Altos Sub-Acute and Rehabilitation Center
- Palo Alto Sub-Acute and Rehabilitation Center

Pinnacle Quality Insight
BEST IN CLASS AWARD

At Covenant Care we pledge our dedication to exceptional
customer service. The following Covenant Care facilities
achieved a Customer Experience Award for exceptional
customer service in 2018/2019. Each year our satisfaction
survey provider, Pinnacle Quality Insights, recognizes
facilities with BEST IN CLASS satisfaction compared to
their peers. Thank you to the following facilities for their
BEST IN CLASS customer service and their commitment
to their stakeholders.
- Arbor Rehabilitation & Nursing Center
- Huntington Park Nursing Center
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Mission
“We are Family Serving Families”
We achieve quality outcomes in all aspects of our organization
through operational excellence, attracting and retaining top
talent, and being socially responsible to the communities we serve.

Vision

Covenant Care is the solution for high quality and efficient
post-acute healthcare. We leverage dynamic innovative
solutions in collaboration with our partners to enhance patient
care and return patients home or to another desired setting.

Values
“We are Family Serving Families” committed to the following
core values:
Compassion: Patient care is our passion.
Integrity: Doing what is right in everything we do.
Accountability: Doing what we say we will do, when we say we
will do it.
Innovation: Exceptional results from pioneering and adopting
best practices.
Bias for Action: Taking initiative to create solutions.
Dignity: Treating people with respect.

The electronic version of the 2018 Quality Report is available at
www.covenantcare.com/CovenantCareQualityReport2018

27071 Aliso Creek Rd., Suite 100
Aliso Viejo, California 92656
Tel: (800) 861-0086
Fax: (949) 349-1900
www.covenantcare.com

